NetAbstractionTM for
Law Enforcement
NetAbstraction obscures and provides misattribution for
Internet activities… enabling you to operate on the Internet
without leaving a traceable footprint.

The Challenge

The NetAbstraction Solution

The sophistication of our cyber adversaries
is increasing rapidly. Typical government
and commercial networks are fixed, static,
easily located and thus more vulnerable to
identification and attack.

NetAbstraction was founded to address the privacy
and security needs of enterprises and governments
in this dynamic new environment, offering additional
security, privacy, performance and significant cost
reductions. We have found that entities that conduct
investigative research and intelligence collection utilize
NetAbstraction to remain unidentifiable to criminal
elements, prevent websites from filtering or denying
content, and enable discreet online surveillance.

How can you disguise, protect and
manage your online presence when
conducting law enforcement operations
on the Internet?

ynamically provision
ecure network
onnections globally

NetAbstraction disguises and protects your networks, communications, applications and
data with unique obfuscation solutions.
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NetAbstraction for Law Enforcement
NetAbstraction has a proven track record
with Law Enforcement agencies and other
institutions conducting investigations on
financial transactions, collecting evidentiary
documentation, monitoring of “dark web”
activities, and intelligence collection.

Law Enforcement Use Cases

NetAbstraction fully supports operational
mission capabilities and is currently deployed
in state and local law enforcement agencies,
and other investigative organizations.
For our law enforcement customers,
NetAbstraction has been a game changer.

Conduct “follow-the-money” operations,
capture and archive financial information.

Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT)
Conduct non-attributable, protected opensource research.

Social Media Research

Anonymously monitor social media sites
and updates in real time.

Financial Crimes & Intelligence (FINIT)

Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC)
Investigate, track and conduct operations
to combat crimes against children.

Dark Web Monitoring

Engage in dark web monitoring and activities
without exposing your network and identity.

Multiple ways to connect to NetAbstraction
Lightweight Browser Plug-in for Malware Protected Browsing:
browser-agnostic access to the Internet
Clientless Browser: an interface from within your native browser
Software & Hardware-based Virtual Private Networks (VPN):
utilize the command line, and your existing law enforcement
tools and application through a seamless OpenVPN connection.
NetAbstractionTS: a privacy protected mobile hotspot
Custom User Defined Interfaces: we are experts in designing and
implementing non-traditional telecommunications networks.

NetAbstraction is NOT a proxy! … proxy services are often blocked or filtered by target websites.
The information provided in this document contains general descriptions or characteristics of performance which in case of actual use do not always apply as described
or which may change as a result of further development of the products. Availability and technical specifications are subject to change without notice.
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